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 GOLDEN RULE #1 Pass on These Poor Food Perpetrators

You must completely eliminate the following three foods, as well as all of their aliases.

 GOLDEN RULE #2 Oust the Obesogens

Do your best to eliminate these obesogens that you come into contact with on a daily basis.

 GOLDEN RULE #3 Reduce the EMDs Found in Foods &

     Beverage

Use proper preparation to minimize micronutrient loss or eliminate all together.

 GOLDEN RULE #4 Shop Using our Good, Better, Best

     System & our Rich Food Picks

We went down the aisles and demonstrated how you can get the most micro- nutrient bang 

in every bite for all the foods we want you to put in your grocery cart over the next 28 days. 



 

 GOLDEN RULE #5 Reduce Stress

Use one or more of the techniques below when stress hits. If time permits, you can use 

these techniques in the morning and before bed, to center yourself. After all, even as little 

as 5 minutes can help. Aren’t you worth it?

1) Meditate with a mantra!

2) Become aware of your body!

3) Dance until stress levels drop!

4) Practice focused breathing!

5) Move it to lose it!

 GOLDEN RULE #6 Exercise Smarter, Not Longer

We are going to teach you how to work out wisely, getting maximum results with less effort 

and less time. For the next 28 days, we want you to burn fat and build muscle faster using 

our trademark Zero Movement Training (ZMT) for cardiovascular fitness and One Set To 

Failure (1-STF) for weight training.

 GOLDEN RULE #7 Dump the Toxins — Get Out of the Toxic

     Soup

While you may be attached to many of these household and beauty conveniences, take 

some time to really consider eliminating as many as you can. By doing so, you prevent your 

micronutrient levels from being depleted by your body’s constant attempts to remove and 

flush these toxins. In turn, those micronutrients can then work toward your micronutrient 



 

 GOLDEN RULE #8 Supplement with a Properly Formulated

     Multivitamin Twice Daily

The first key supplement is your multivitamin. As we stated earlier, your body needs to be 

able to absorb and use the micronutrients delivered in a multivitamin, so they don’t just get 

flushed down the toilet. We firmly believe that following our ABCs of Optimal 

Supplementation Guidelines will guarantee that your money is being well spent on a 

formulation that eliminates the common delivery flaws. We created our multivitamin, 

Nutreince, for this specific reason, and we are confident that if you decide to use it, like 

thousands of clients before you.

 GOLDEN RULE #9 Consume Two Protein Shakes or Protein-

     Based Meal Replacements Daily

The second key supplement—which will supply your body with enough of the essential 

amino acids—will be your protein powder.  We highly suggest you follow our delicious Triple 

Threat recipes, as they will simplify your supplementation schedule.  We decided to call our 

daily micronutrient-dense, muscle-building, and fat-burning shake the Triple Threat, as well, 

because we felt it covered all the bases. It is everything you would want or need, all 

wrapped up in one great- tasting creamy beverage. It combines the vitamins and minerals 

from Nutreince with the amino acids from IN.POWER protein, and the fat-metabolizing and 

brain-boosting power from SKINNYFat. 

 GOLDEN RULE #10 Make Sure You Are Getting Enough

     Omega-3s

Where your omega-3s are concerned, we are going to give you a couple of choices: You 

can eat ‘em or take ‘em.  One problem, however, with fish oil is that research has 

discovered that the beneficial components EPA and DHA compete with one another for 

absorption just like certain vita- mins and minerals. Because of this, we created Origin 

Omega which is the first and only omega-3 product formulated using our patented Anti-

Competition Technology to separate the EPA and DHA to eliminate the competition and 

greatly improve the absorption and utilization potential of both.  Remember, your essential 

fatty acids are “essential,” but eating a few servings of wild-caught fish per week is a 

perfectly delicious way to get them in!



 

Foods to Limit

Foods to Enjoy

Starches, fruits, nuts, & seeds: 
Choose 2 servings a week. This can be 2 
servings of gluten-free starch or 2 
servings of fruit or 2 servings of nuts/
seeds or any combination (not to exceed 
2 servings total per week).

Alcohol: Enjoy 2 servings per day 

Caffeinated drinks: Enjoy 2 servings 
per day

Ferments: Have 2 or 3 forkfuls each day 
(preferably raw) or use probiotic 
supplementation.

Fish: Eat 2 or 3 servings per week or 
use omega-3 supplementation. 

Fibrous vegetables: Eat these until 
satisfied, not stuffed.

Timing: Have four meals a day, eaten 
every 3 to 5 hours (4 is optimal). Two 
meals should be Triple Threat Shakes or 
treats.



Meal Timing

Option 1: Shake—Meal 1—Shake—Meal 2

Option 2: Meal 1—Shake—Meal 2—Shake

Option 3: Meal 1 – Shake—Shake— Meal 2

Option 4: Shake— Meal 1—Meal 2—Shake 

Option 5: Meal 1—Meal 2—Shake—Shake 

Option 6: Shake—Shake—Meal 1—Meal 2

When it comes to timing your meals, the Micronutrient Miracle protocol is to eat every 3 
to 5 hours—4 being optimal. So, for example, if you wake up at 6:30 a.m., you might 
grab a cup of coffee and have a Triple Threat Shake at 7:00 a.m. Then at 11:30 a.m. 
you could have lunch, and at 3:00 p.m. you would make and enjoy another Triple Threat 
Shake or grab a Triple Threat pudding. Lastly, at around 7:00 p.m., you would enjoy 
dinner. That would be one example. 




